
Features & benefits:

 Hygienic.

 Clean and drip-free.

 Minimum product waste.

 Always gives you the desired amount  
of product.

 Few components – easy to assemble.

 All components are dishwasher safe.

 Suitable for food products such as ketchup,  
mustard, mayonnaise, and sauces. It is also  
suitable for soap, heavy-duty soap, detergent,  
handcream, glue, and paint.

 Two dispenser sizes available small (thread 28 and  

32 mm) and large (thread  38 and 40 mm).

 Accessories available: wall hanger, table stand,  
bottles and containers.

UNRO DISPENSER SYSTEM
Hygienic. Drip-free. Minimum waste. 

The UNRO dispenser is an established portion dispensing  
solution that is perfect for liquid products.

The UNRO dispenser is simple to assemble straight onto  
the product packaging. The dispensers design enables you  
to get a consistent drip-free portion with each squeeze.

The UNRO dispenser is neat in its design - heavy packs,  
wobbly bottles, loose corks, and sticky products can therefore 
be avoided. The construction is hygienic and easy to clean  
with a yield that generates minimum product waste.

The UNRO dispenser system is intuitive, commercial, and 
easy to use. Clean up your condiment station with our  
innovative solution.

UNRO dispenser system is produced in high  
quality material in Scandinavia.

Wall hanger: #60022
UNRO White: #60001

Wall hanger: #60023
UNRO Black: #60015



UNRO DISPENSER SYSTEM

How the UNRO system works

When you squeeze the dispenser, the  
valve is pushed upwards by the pressure  
of the product, opening the outflow to allow 
the required amount of the product to be 
dispensed.

When you stop squeezing, the outflow stops 
and the dispenser is filled from the pack. When 
not activated, the valve inside the dispenser 
seals off the outflow to prevent leakage.

Dispenser Type of product Material Thread dimensions (mm) & Article number (#)

UNRO - Yellow Food/Chem Silicon 38 mm (#60011)/40 mm (#60009)
UNRO - White Food/Chem TPE 28 mm (#60013)/32 mm (#60014)/
   38 mm (#60003)/40 mm (#60001)
UNRO - Black Chem TPE 28 mm (#60015)/32 mm (#60016)/
   38 mm (#60007)/40 mm (#60005)

Accessories
Article  
number Product name Volume

11336 UNRO bottle (refillable with lid) 1L
60146 UNRO refillable container (white)  2.5L 
60024 UNRO refillable container (white) 5L
60023 UNRO wall hanger  Recommended for 1L bottle
60020 UNRO wall hanger with hook  Universal 
60022 UNRO wall hanger - from wall  Recommended for 5L container
60029 UNRO wall hanger - along wall  Recommended for 5L container
60018 UNRO Adjustable Table stand Universal
60145 UNRO chain with hook (90cm) Universal 

Adjustable table stand: #60018
Container (5L): #60024
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